
 

“It’s interesting that when Muslims do the slaughtering, 
the religion of the slaughtered is irrelevant and the religion 

of the killers must not be mentioned, because they do not 
represent Muslims or Islam (even if they are reciting the 
Koran as they kill). But if the victims are Muslim and the 
perpetrators non-Muslim, the religion of the victims must 

be shouted from the rooftops and the perpetrators 
represent the Islamophobia that is endemic in society. Who 

is controlling the narrative here?” 
~Madeline Weld ~ 

Canada 
'I would rather die than re-offend': Jailed architect 
of Toronto 18 terror plots makes plea for taste of 
freedom 

Almost 13 years ago, Shareef Abdelhaleem was arrested in one of Canada’s 
most shocking police operations — a national security sweep nabbing him 
as one of the architects of spectacular terror plots to detonate truck bombs 
in downtown Toronto and wage a bloody siege on Parliament Hill. The 
accused men became known as the Toronto 18. 

https://o.canada.com/news/canada/i-would-rather-die-than-re-offend-
jailed-architect-of-toronto-18-terror-plots-makes-plea-for-taste-of-
freedom/wcm/06de8853-53de-4d51-b3ac-8f6553ae0e1d 
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Nobody Should be Celebrating Omar Khadr is 
Walking Free with Andrew Lawton 
  
Nobody should be celebrating the fact that Omar Khadr, a convicted 
terrorist, is walking free as a multi-millionaire. Khadr is now free to 
communicate with his extremist family who radicalized him, he’s free to 
travel anywhere in the world, he’s free to do anything. 
 
https://tnc.news/2019/03/26/lawton-nobody-should-be-celebrating-omar-

khadr-is-walking-free/ 

The ‘Feisty’ Baroness & the Islamists 

It was a great honor for Canada to welcome Baroness Caroline Cox of the 
UK House of Lords last week. Cox has increasingly become involved in 
endeavors to be a “voice for the voiceless” in the UK, where she has been 
working on behalf of Muslim women suffering from gender discrimination 
inherent in the application of sharia law. Much to the surprise and chagrin 
of Islamists, and despite their pushback, Baroness Cox’s appearances in 
Toronto and Ottawa were a huge success, especially in relation to women 
and youth.  
 
https://clarionproject.org/the-feisty-baroness-the-islamists 
 

Quebec to invoke notwithstanding clause to 
prevent Charter challenges of religious-symbols 
ban 

The Quebec government will invoke the notwithstanding clause for its 
proposed law that will bar key provincial employees from wearing Muslim 
headscarves and other symbols of religious observance, a move aimed at 
pre-empting Charter challenges. Polls have shown the government has the 
support of a majority of Quebeckers to enact new legislation that would be 
in line with the recommendations of the 2008 Bouchard-Taylor 
Commission, which suggested limiting the wearing of religious symbols 
among specific classes of provincial employees. 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-quebec-to-invoke-
notwithstanding-clause-to-prevent-charter-challenges 
Canada rejects Israel’s needs to defend itself, does 
not recognize its control over Golan Heights 
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President Trump stated that “after 52 years it is time for the United States 
to fully recognize Israel’s Sovereignty over the Golan Heights, which is of 
critical strategic and security importance to the State of Israel and Regional 
Stability”. Yet despite these facts, Canada issued a statement that it “does 
not recognize permanent Israeli control over the Golan Heights,” thus 
siding with the anti-Israel U.N. and abandoning Israel. In so doing, it is 
tacitly supporting jihadi interests while hiding behind its self-proclaimed 
adherence to “international law” as its justification for doing so. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-rejects-israels-needs-to-
defend-itself-does-not-recognize-its-control-over-golan-heights 

Canada: Three Muslim Facebook groups reject 
Zionist condolences for New Zealand massacre 

On March 22-23, 2019 three Muslim Facebook groups in Canada – Calgary 
Muslims, Deen Toronto GTA and Deen Canada Media – shared the 
following statement: “The Muslim community does not accept condolences 
or sympathies from Zionists. #NewZealandMuslims” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/canada-three-muslim-facebook-
groups-reject-zionist-condolences-for-new-zealand-massacre 

The moral cowardice of Canadian media is leaving 
racism unchallenged 
 
Already, we are moving towards the typical both-sides conversation that 
swings the glare away from white supremacists, and back towards 
establishing terror-inducing violence as the sole province of people of 
colour. The expressions of horror and sympathy for the victims of the 
shooting in Christchurch are quickly fading; the platitudes for peace and 
tolerance were forgotten almost immediately. As always happens with this 
sort of thing, enough temporal distance from a terrorist incident causes the 
incandescent urgency of confronting white supremacist violence to gutter 
out. 

https://www.macleans.ca/opinion/the-moral-cowardice-of-canadian-media-
is-leaving-racism-unchallenged/ 
 

Comment from a member on the McLean’s article: 
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“Boy, does this "author" have a blind-spot or what? It's all "Peace and Love" 
with no mention of "Kill the Infidel" etc. backed up by destruction of 
churches, killings of many thousands of Christians in Africa, across the 
Middle-East, rabid antisemitism, persecution of the Bahai, the 
enslavement, rape and murder of Yazidis...that our Canadian media either 
fail to report, sanitize or devote of 3 sentences on page 13 on Monday 
morning. However, our media focus all sorts of attention on Muslims as 
"victims" as very recently demonstrated by the extensive coverage on the 
heinous mosque shootings in New Zealand. We didn't hear this "author" 
criticize or condemn the myriad atrocities committed by Islamist terror 
franchises known as ISIS, Hezbollah, Fatah, the PA, Muslim Brotherhood, 
Boko Haram, El Shabab, & Al Sayif (the Pilipino Islamic terrorists that have 
killed thousands of civilian "infidels" in a land that Mohamed never heard 
of) among others. Nope, nary a word or deed to show condemnation. But 
it's the white race, that welcomed millions of Muslims turned into refugees 
by "peace-loving" fellow Muslims, that has the problem. And then they don't 
understand why many decent and non-bigoted people are not impressed 
with their self-pitying and self-serving victim impact displays. The fact that 
our media has consistently avoided exposing this reality is ignored by this 
MacLean’s' article and has resulted in not only ideologically based 
extremism and racism but globally organized and state-sponsored 
terrorism. It is not at all racist to recognize this reality. Many Muslims who 
have broken from Islamist dogma agree. MacLean seeks to further this 
deplorable double standard.” 

 

C3RF Member Update - 29 March, 2019 
 
This week’s C3RF Update takes a look at the cynical political calculus that 
has co-opted the Christchurch massacre. Forget about the victims, it's the 
"Islamophobia" narrative that must be heard and addressed by shutting 
down your free speech rights.  

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/03/28/C3RF-Member-
Update---29-March-2019 

Freedom of Speech 
Jordan Peterson's popular 12 Rules book banned 
by New Zealand booksellers because of 
Christchurch mosque massacre 

A national chain of bookstores in New Zealand has pulled copies of Jordan 
Peterson’s book 12 Rules for Life from sale, directly linking the decision to 
the massacre of 50 people in two mosques in Christchurch. “(It) is a 
decision that Whitcoulls has made in light of some extremely disturbing 
material being circulated prior, during and after the Christchurch attacks. 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/03/28/C3RF-Member-Update---29-March-2019
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Peterson is posing with a man in a T-shirt that says “I’m a Proud 
ISLAMAPHOBE”.  

https://nationalpost.com/news/world/jordan-petersons-popular-12-rules-
book-banned-by-new-zealand-booksellers-because-of-christchurch-
mosque-massacre 
 

 
Islamophobia & 

Anti-Semitism 

Islamophobia, Anti-Semitism, and the problem of 
compelled speech by Barbara Kay 

My encounter with these critics was unsettling, and meant to be. In 
retrospect, I see a certain irony in the air of righteousness that permeated 
their attitude. Because afterward I did a little research into the background 
of Patel’s umbrella organization, Islamic Relief Worldwide, whose 
presenting purpose—and actual activity, to be fair—is directed at fund-
raising for the alleviation of global poverty. All power to them for that. But 
that is not all they do. 
  
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/islamophobia-anti-semitism-and-the-
problem-of-compelled-speech/ 

Antisemitism Cannot Be Conflated with 
Islamophobia 
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Islamophobia is often used as a tool by Muslims to prevent legitimate 
discourse about Islam.  Shariah law as endorsed by the mainstream 
branches of Islam is incompatible with western democracies, not least 
because Islam has not had a reformation.  Witness the failed attempts by 
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation to get blasphemy laws 
implemented in the West. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/03/antisemitism_cannot_b
e_conflated_with_islamophobia.html#ixzz5jTUTvTEx  
 

Falsely Shouting FIRE in a Crowded Theater 

Americans are being deliberately confused by politicians and the 
mainstream media still insisting that Islam is a religion like any other. It 
isn't. Sharia compliant Muslims like Reps. Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib are 
Muslim fundamentalists whose objective is to make America Muslim. They 
do it with their votes and by screaming Islamophobia anytime they are 
criticized or exposed for their seditious views. The recent suspension of 
Judge Jeanine Pirro for questioning the symbolism of Ilhan Omar's hijab is 
a case in point. The Judge made her 3.9.19 opening remarks in response 
to several outrageous antisemitic comments made by Rep. Omar 

http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/22491/falsely-shouting-fire-in-a-crowded-
theater 

Outlawing ‘Islamophobia’ would help jihadis 
 

Islamists deploy ‘Islamophobia’ as a political and judicial shield to protect 
them and defame their critics. Their creed is Islamism, a modern-day 
political agenda masquerading as religion. Its artefacts take the form of 
permanent war with secularism and an obsession with purity as the 
external symbol of overt religiosity: the untrimmed beards, the women 
forced to wear the niqab and the abbayah — along with the profoundly 
undemocratic and un-Islamic concept of blasphemy 

https://www.spectator.co.uk/2019/03/outlawing-islamophobia-would-help-
jihadis/ 

Multiculturalism 
The Price of Multiculturalism 

Multiculturalism flourished as an opportunist strategy to resolve the British 
establishment’s crisis of legitimacy. It emerged out of the exhaustion of 
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past traditions and, to some degree, required the repudiation of historic 
sources of national pride, notably the British Empire and the legacy of 
imperialism. Its advocates expressed a spirit of national self-abasement as 
they recalled the shameful legacies of slavery, conquest and war. But 
mainstream gestures of apology and shame had the effect of encouraging 
attitudes of anger and resentment among Britain’s ethnic minorities. 
Instead of producing harmony, multiculturalism has nurtured hatred. There 
are a number of negative consequences of multiculturalism. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2005/08/05/the-price-of-multiculturalism 

The Hijab 
Ten Truths About Hijab 
 

I speak not for, but with, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Masih Alinejad, and my beloved 
friend Aisha, who, in spite of the safe house that gave her temporary 
shelter, in the end, ended up losing so very much that she has never 
redeemed. The heartbreak – and love – I feel for this rebellious Muslima 
informs every word of this article. To my liberal friends I say, please 
expand your concept of "diversity" to include invisible, silenced women you 
will never meet – the nameless fifteen-year-old Iraqi girl whose head, 
wrapped in a hijab, was tossed in a garbage can, Hatun Surucu, the 
Turkish mother whose relatives called her a whore, and my beloved friend 
Aisha. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/272630/ten-truths-about-hijab-
danusha-v-goska 
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Does the Hijab Reflect “Adherence to Sharia Law”? 

Tawfik Hamid, a former aspiring terrorist, accurately observes that “the 
proliferation of the hijab is strongly correlated with increased terrorism…. 
Terrorism became much more frequent in such societies as Indonesia, 
Egypt, Algeria, and the U.K. after the hijab became prevalent among 
Muslim women living in those communities.” The reason for this correlation 
is clear: Islamic Sharia commands jihad (“terrorism”) against unbelievers 
no less than it commands Muslim women to don the hijab. Where one 
proliferates—evincing a societal adherence to Sharia—so too will the other 
naturally follow. 

https://www.raymondibrahim.com/2019/03/20/does-the-hijab-reflect-
adherence-to-sharia-law/?subscribe=opted_out#491 

Facebook 

Standing Against Hate 
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Today we’re announcing a ban on praise, support and representation of 
white nationalism and separatism on Facebook and Instagram, which we’ll 
start enforcing next week. It’s clear that these concepts are deeply linked 
to organized hate groups and have no place on our services. 

https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2019/03/standing-against-hate/ 

 
 

Around the World 

Australia 
 

 

Australia’s Prime Minister considering breaking ties 
with Turkey after Erdogan’s threats over New 
Zealand massacre 

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison is “considering breaking ties with 
Turkey following President Erdogan’s threats against Australians after the 
Christchurch massacre,” and he should. Erdogan is a brazen jihadist with 
the goal of reviving the Ottoman Empire. All Western countries should 
break ties with Erdogan, who aggressively advances the Islamization of the 
West. Instead, he is emboldened by the EU.   

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/australias-prime-minister-
considering-breaking-ties-with-turkey-after-erdogans-threats-over-new-
zealand-massacre 

France 
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The Islamic Hate That Killed a Little Girl Still 
Haunts Toulouse 
 
Merah’s massacre of Jewish children was not accidental. Nor was it one 
man’s horrifying crime. The origins of the attack lay in Islamic anti-
Semitism. Merah identified as a “soldier of Allah”. His murderous hatred for 
the Jews came not merely from YouTube videos, but Islamic family values. 
Mohammed had been “raised to be an anti-Semite because anti-Semitism 
was part of the atmosphere at home," Abdelghani Merah, his brother, had 
said. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273228/islamic-hate-killed-little-girl-
still-haunts-daniel-greenfield 
 

Free Brigitte Bardot! 
 

When she challenges the multiculturalist government elites by daring to 
voice valid concerns about the Islamization of her country, Brigitte Bardot 
speaks for millions of Europeans wrestling with the same threat but who 
don’t have her cultural status, her financial resources – and her 
fearlessness. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273287/free-brigitte-bardot-mark-
tapson 
 

Hungary 

Did Hungary Reduce Illegal Migration by 99% With 
a Border Wall? 

In 2015, Hungary built a fence barrier on its border with Serbia and Croatia 
protecting the EU border, the Schengen Area. Height: 4 metres (13 
ft) Length 523 kilometres (325 miles), Owner: Hungary, Operator: 
Hungarian Defence Force, Controlled by: Hungary – in cooperation with the 
Visegrád Four: Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia 

https://en.s4c.news/2018/11/02/__trashed-3/ 

Israel 
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Courage is the Quality That Guarantees All Others 
by Valerie Sobel 

If these feckless leaders claiming to represent the Jewish diaspora kept 
silent at the long over-due recognition of Jerusalem as capital of Israel by 
President Trump, do we really expect them to say something today with 
respect to the recognition of The Golan? Have these Jewish leaders been 
so ideologically indoctrinated and cowed that they can’t even utter simple 
words of public sympathy or joy (as the case may be) when it concerns 
their own ethnicity and heritage, their own congregants, their Israeli 
brethren, their fellow Jews?  

https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/courage-is-the-quality-that-guarantees-all-
others-by-valerie-sobel/ 

Do American-Jewish Millennials Really Know 

On what moral grounds do these residents of the safe havens of Newton or 
Boca Raton have the chutzpah to be lecturing Israelis on how they should 
behave and what risks they should be prepared to accept in exchange for 
‘peace’?  In a world that is increasingly more hostile towards Jews, Israel is 
the bulwark that is vital to our long-term survival, so why don’t you stand 
alongside Israelis and support their decisions on how best to secure their – 
and our – future?  Instead of continuously nitpicking and sniping and 
grousing, why not acknowledge and respect Israel for having to make 
some very difficult decisions in the face of myriad existential threats? 

https://unitedwithisrael.org/do-american-jewish-millennials-really-know-
whats-best-for-israel/ 

Sweden 

In Sweden, a Glimpse of America’s Future 
Not so many years ago, the notion that a hijab-wearing jihad enthusiast 
like Linda Sarsour could become a leading figure in the American feminist 
movement would have seemed risible. The spectacle of a congresswoman, 
also in hijab, who routinely spouted anti-Semitic rhetoric and gave 
speeches to groups with known terrorist connections, would have been 
unimaginable. But here we are. And the important thing to realize is that, 
unless things change radically, this is just the beginning.  

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273281/sweden-glimpse-americas-

future-bruce-bawer 
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Swedish journalist suspended from Facebook for 
mentioning Tommy Robinson 

Madeleine’s article is about freedom of speech, and that all opinions, even 
the ones we disagree with should be allowed, without the person stating 
them being threatened and harassed and called a dissident. 

“Tommy Robinson’s issue is ours” was the title of her article. 

https://voiceofeurope.com/2019/03/swedish-journalist-suspended-from-
facebook-for-mentioning-tommy-robinson-and-stating-that-we-should-
accept-others-opinions-even-if-we-dont-agree-with-them/ 

The Netherlands 

Thierry Baudet: Not Your Typical Populist 

The latest challenge to the European Union political oligarchy comes from 
the Netherlands, where Thierry Baudet and his Forum voor 
Democratie emerged as the main winner in last week’s provincial elections. 
What is particularly interesting about the success of the FvD is that it took 
votes from three of the four parties of the ruling coalition, as well as from 
the left-wing Socialist Party and Geert Wilders’ right-wing Party for 
Freedom. Its success demonstrates that the contemporary political terrain 
is hospitable to movements that can appeal to people’s aspiration for 
solidarity and for a culture that is positive about national sovereignty. 
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/25/thierry-baudet-not-your-
typical-populist 
United Kingdom 

Parliament vs the people 

Last night, in the House of Commons, the supposed mother of parliaments, 
184 MPs voted in favour of revoking Article 50. To put this in plain English, 
28 per cent of members of parliament made it clear, as part of a series of 
indicative votes, that they would like to see Brexit halted and ideally 
reversed. That is, more than a quarter of the people in this supposedly 
democratic chamber stood in symbolic opposition to the largest democratic 
act in UK history. They defied the people. The choice is becoming 
increasingly clear: we leave the EU without a deal or we give up on 
democracy in the UK. 
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/28/indicative-votes-parliament-vs-
the-people 
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United States 
 

California School District Forced to Dump CAIR’S 
Islamic Indoctrination Program 
 
“Under the guise of promoting inclusivity, CAIR had unfettered power to 
target conservative Christian students and smear them as ‘Islamophobic’ if 
they don’t accept Islam. More broadly, the liberal school board ran 
roughshod over the First Amendment by empowering CAIR to indoctrinate 
impressionable children. We applaud our clients for standing up and 
fighting back. “This is a tremendous victory against radical Islamic 
indoctrination in America’s schools. This settlement agreement will serve as 
a warning to politically correct school boards nationwide to think twice 
about partnering with CAIR.” 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273263/california-school-district-
forced-dump-cairs-matthew-vadum 
 

Fox News Caves to Islamic Sharia Law – Fires 
Judge Jeanine Pirro 
 
The Number One Cable Network is no longer teetering toward the left but 
is now an active part of it.  Donna Brazile’s arrival in the aftermath of Fox 
News suspending Judge Jeanine Pirro, all for asking questions about radical 
Somalian activist Ilhan Omar on her “Justice” show, is not only a slap in 
the face to Pirro and her many followers, but a slap in the face to the 
network’s many conservative viewers.  
  
https://newswithviews.com/fox-news-caves-to-islamic-sharia-law-fires-
judge-jeanine-pirro/ 

Dear Jewish-American leftists: It's time for a talk 

The Democratic Party of the 1950s was the party of the underdog, and 
you’re forever the underdog, in your mind, in your memory and by virtue 
of our tiny demographic. Your parents and grandparents have been 
married to the Democratic party since before you were born, and you can’t 
let go of what has been engrained in you with mother’s milk. 
Understandable. Your Party has failed you. It failed everyone it pretends to 
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champion with its empty but loud rhetoric: the middle class, the minorities 
and the poor. It has conditioned you to see yourself not as proud Jews, but 
as underdogs only, indoctrinated to believe in the Democratic Party’s 
deliverance, irrespective of its dismal track record. 

What legacy are you leaving your grandchildren? The legacy of the new 
but all-too-familiar German Jews with heads in the sand? Or the legacy of 
the 21st Century American Maccabees? Your clock is running out. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273133/dear-jewish-american-
leftists-its-time-talk-valerie-sobel 
 

New Mexico Muslims who plotted jihad massacres 
linked to CAIR and Democrats 

“A federal grand jury in New Mexico has indicted five Muslims who 
allegedly trained children to carry out school massacres on terrorism-
related offenses, conspiracy to commit murder and kidnapping.” According 
to court documents, the five defendants “established a residence, training 
camp, and firing range at which they stored firearms and ammunition and 
engaged in firearms and tactical training as part of their common plan to 
prepare for violent attacks on government, military, educational, and 
financial institutions in fulfillment of” Leveille’s “religious prophecies.” 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/03/new-mexico-muslims-who-plotted-

jihad-massacres-linked-to-cair-and-democrats 

The Mueller Messiah That Failed his Lefty Fans 
 
The New York Times, along with the Washington Post, MSNBC and a 
thousand less famous internet grifters had built Mueller’s fan base out of a 
crumbling pedestal of conspiracy theories and wishful thinking. Like the 
fans of another FBI based show, the lefties had wanted to believe. But the 
media made them believe. Mueller’s fans never knew who he was. He was 
an idea. Now the idea, like all lefty ideas, is dead. Its killer was that old 
villain named Reality who tears through lefty beliefs about economics and 
politics. One messiah has fallen. It’s time to find another one. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273278/mueller-messiah-failed-his-
lefty-fans-daniel-greenfield 
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Other Articles 
It’s the Establishment who are the Extremists 

This is perhaps the greatest trick that has been played since the 
referendum: under the guise of standing up to ‘extremism’, the 
establishment and its cheerleaders have mainstreamed genuine extremism. 
They have made it normal to be anti-democratic. They have made it not 
only acceptable but also celebrated to talk openly about disenfranchising 
the public. They have injected into the heart of British politics the kind of 
worldview that rightly horrifies us when it is propagated by a Pinochet or a 
Kim – a worldview that says the masses cannot really be trusted with 
making major political decisions and therefore politics should once again 
become the purview of small numbers of experts and the educated. This is 
the extremist idea doing most harm to the UK right now. 
 
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/26/its-the-establishment-who-are-
the-extremists 

Scholar Blames Christchurch Massacre on –What 
Else? – Western Civilization 
 
The Left never lets a good crisis go to waste. The Progressive 
journal Overland condemns the Ramsay Centre and its conservative 
supporters for what it calls their “paranoid vision of civilizational struggle.” 
How could it be paranoid if Islamic supremacists and their leftist allies 
openly call for and actively pursue the destruction of Western civilization? 
The truth is that we are embroiled in a grand struggle between those who 
want to preserve and transmit to future generations the best of the 
greatest civilization in world history, and those who demonstrably hate it 
and are hell-bent on tearing it down. 

 
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273230/scholar-blames-christchurch-
massacre-%E2%80%93-what-else-%E2%80%93-mark-tapson 

 

Globalism:  A World in Chains 
 

We have entered another unstable era for the world order. Some anticipate 
a ‘Thucydides moment’, a reference to his history of the Peloponnesian 
War 2,500 years ago, in which he wrote: ‘What made war inevitable was 
the growth of Athenian power and the fear which this caused in Sparta.’ 
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Today we could be on the same path as the old and new powers clash. A 
rising China is fuelling anxieties in declining America and Europe. 
Meanwhile, escalating strains within the ‘old’ Western world are also adding 
to the disruptive mix. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/03/15/globalism-a-world-in-chains 

Muslims Who Stand Up to Mullah's Are No 
'Islamophobes' by Tarek Fatah 

While the world gave 24/7 coverage to the Christchurch mosque massacre 
and white folks rightfully denounced one of their own sons, to embrace 
their Muslim citizens, there was almost no coverage of the 
Muslim massacre of Christians in Nigeria just a few days earlier on March 4. 
Similarly, on Jan. 27, Muslim jihadis bombed a Catholic church in Jolo, 
Philippines, killing 20 Christians, yet this attack barely caused a ripple. No 
weeping politicians, no candlelit vigils and no public demonstration by 
Muslims in Canada denouncing the jihadi terrorists the way whites 
denounced a white nationalist. 

https://www.meforum.org/58017/muslims-stand-up-mullahs 

The Democratic Party of Jihad 

The Democratic Party has gone on the offensive and adopted the 
strategies of Jihad to overthrow the government of President Donald 
Trump. Former radical Muslima Isik Abla lists and describes the 8 types of 
jihad currently being waged against Western countries in their campaign to 
rule the world under Islam. 

http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/20067/the-democratic-party-of-jihad 

The West's Crimes against Persecuted Minorities in 
the Middle East 

The real victims were the many people whom ISIS terrorists had happily 
volunteered to rape, torture, behead, drown, burn alive, crucify and shoot 
to death for sport. Yet, the horror of these victims -- Yazidis, Christians, 
Druze and the "wrong kind" of Muslims -- is barely mentioned in public 
debates about returning ISIS fighters. It is as if those victims had never 
existed. The only comment that keeps being repeated is the right of the 
perpetrators to return because they happen to be in possession of Western 
citizenship. One wonders, if such compassion would also have been 
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extended today to, say, Nazis, if they had run off to kill victims abroad and 
then, after being defeated, asked to come back. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/13969/crimes-minorities-middle-east 

 

Unassimilated Islamic Enclaves and 'No-Go' Zones: 
Ticking Time Bombs Proliferating in the West 

What of all those other Islamic enclaves, those unassimilated ticking time 
bombs that proliferate throughout the West, which are packed with ISIS-
sympathizers, not to mention ISIS members, and which the West largely 
fails to recognize as such? I am referring to those many so-called “no-go" 
zones: Western cities and regions that have effectively become Islamic 
ghettoes. There, Sharia is the de facto law; Muslims are openly 
radicalized to hate infidels; non-Muslims, even police, are afraid to enter 
lest they get mugged, raped, or killed. 

https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/unassimilated-islamic-enclaves-
and-no-go-zones-ticking-time-bombs-proliferating-in-the-west/ 

YouTubes 
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar:  Terrorist 

In this new video below, Glenn Beck takes a closer -- and profoundly 
disturbing -- look at Representative Ilhan Omar, the accusations made 
against her, and the relationship between CAIR and Hamas. The evidence 
he unveils begs the question: Is Congresswoman Ilhan Omar a Jew-hating, 
America-hating terrorist? Watch the video and decide for yourself. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273163/congresswoman-ilhan-omar-
terrorist-frontpagemagcom 

 

The Truth About ‘Russian Collusion’ with Paul 
Joseph Watson 
 
40 FBI agents; 2,800 subpoenas; 500 witnesses; 500 search warrants; 230 
communication records, 50 phone taps, 13 foreign government intel 
requests. No collusion. No evidence of obstruction. The media LIED to you.  
Again and again and again. Who's the 'conspiracy theorist' now? 
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https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/273273/watson-video-truth-about-

russian-collusion-paul-joseph-watson 

New Zealand Massacre and Leftist Hate with Dr. 

Jamie Glazov 

In this new Jamie Glazov Moment, Jamie focuses on the New Zealand 
Massacre and Leftist Hate, and he asks: where is progressives’ 
sophisticated talk about “blow-back,” unemployment, mental illness and 
climate change? 
 
https://jamieglazov.com/2019/03/26/glazov-moment-new-zealand-

massacre-and-leftist-hate/ 
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There is STRENGTH in numbers. 
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ACT! For Canada 
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 
website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 
related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 
as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 
radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 
investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 

therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 
also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 
referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 
This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 
newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 
statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 

video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 
represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 
directors, officers, or agents. 
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